
KEY FEATURES

Trend setting styling with high quality finish

High wrap dual lens design

Co-moulded flexible and pressure free temples

Unique Air Flex T-bar style rubber nose bridge

Includes adjustable elastic tension strap with every pair

COMPONENT SPECIFICATION
LENS 10 base curve 
LENS TYPE 2 piece lens 
FRAME Polycarbonate
TEMPLE Co-moulded Polycarbonate/TPR
NOSE PIECE Thermoplastic rubber
WEIGHT 38 grams
FIT Medium / Large
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN Taiwan

CLEANING AND STORAGE
Lenses should be cleaned on a regular basis

For best results use our Aquaclean Plus lens cleaning range 
AC 500 (Box of 500 pre-moistened towelettes)
AC 100 (Box of 100 pre-moistened towelettes)
AC 500CS (Cleaning station / 500ml spray bottle / tissues)
Avoid cleaners that contain alcohol / ammonia
All products should be kept in a clean and dry environment and 
placed in a microfibre pouch or carry case after each use

STANDARDS
AS/NZS 1337.1 : 2010
Medium Impact
Certified: BSI BMP 549707 (5062)

For guidance and the use of occupational eye protectors refer to AS/NZS 1336.1997

PACKAGING
10 pairs per inner box
200 pairs per outer carton

VARIATIONS

REF FRAME LENS TINT LENS COATING VLT FILTERS CAT EAN
950BS Black Gloss Smoke Anti-Fog/Anti-Scratch 13% 87% 3 9336208004740

950BM Black Gloss Blue Mirror Anti-Scratch 13% 87% 3 9336208004764

950BP Black Gloss Polarised Anti-Scratch 13% 87% 3 9336208004788
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The BEAST is a cutting-edge, modern design safety eyewear that offers distortion-free optics and a rugged, lightweight 
frame that is both durable and comfortable. It features a unique air-filled rubber nose bridge and co-moulded flexible 
rubber temples that offer an incomparable, pressure-free fit. Made from high impact resistant polycarbonate, the sporty 
wrap design also includes an attachable retention strap providing extra stability and support for active and on-the-go 
working conditions. With a select range of UV and impact-resistant lenses to choose from, they offer total outdoor 
protection with outstanding performance. 
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